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BOOTS OF BIG STEPPING:
3x / day : teleport without error, 60ft

SPECIAL ATTACKS (lvl) 13
O O O O O O O O O O O O O
all vs humanoid (DC = 10 + 0,5 level + wis)
- stunning fist: (fort 21) stunned for 1 round
- weakening touch: no dmg, -6 STR (no save)
- freezing the blood: no dmg, 1d4+1 rnds paralized (fort
DC 21)
- unbalancing strike: normal damage & opp is thrown off
balance for 1 round, losing Dex bonus to AC & giving
attackers +2 bonus on attack. (refl DC 21)
- falling star strike: (fort DC21) or blinded for 5 rounds.

FISTS OF IRON: O O O O O O O O +1d4 dmg.

KI POOL 10 (0,5lvl+wis) - O O O O O O O O O O O
(swift)
By spending 1 point from ki pool, one of the following:
• Make one additional attack at highest attack bonus
when making a flurry of blows attack, or
• Increase speed by 20 feet for 1 round, or
• +4 dodge bonus to AC for 1 round.

The ki pool is replenished each morning after 8 hours of
rest or meditation; these hours do not need to be
consecutive.

A: evasion
O: +2 save vs enchantment
A: slow fall 40 ft. near a wall
A: Ki Strike, unarmed attacks as magic / cold iron / silver weapon for
overcomming DR
A: Purity of body: immunity to all diseases except
for supernatural and magical diseases
A: Wholeness of body (heal 22 dmg /day, personal)

B1: Touch the Void dragon: 1/day, raise 1 ability score by 1d4+1 (1
hour / Sh. lvl)
B2: Detect good: spell-like ability, at will
B2: Smite good (Su): 1/day: add +4 att roll and deals +1 dmg / Sh.lvl
B2: Speak to the Soul (Sp): 1/day: detect magic as if cast by a
sorcerer of the Shintao level.
B3: Grasp the Earth Dragon (Ex): immune to stunning, sleep spells
and effects & slow spells and effects.
B4: Purity of Shinsei (Sp): can cause entire body to become suffused
with a heatless black fire that dims light as a darkness spell 20ft rad,
10min/lvl (D), as if cast by a sorcerer of the monk’s level. The shintoa
monk can use this ability once/sh.lvl/day.
B5: protection from elements (fire or cold): lvl 14, absorb 12
points/sh.lvl, duration 10 min./sh.lvl
B6: Great Silence (Su): gaze attack. 1/day, target 1 creature <30 feet.
Will saving throw (DC 22). If target fails, he is mute for 1 minute per
level of the monk. A mute character cannot speak or cast spells with
a verbal component.

ki flow medicine feat: use 1 ki pool: remove: blinded, confused,
dazed, dazzled, deaf, dying, nauseated, paralysed, sickened,
stunned, unconscious.

CMD = 10+10+6+2+0+9 = 37
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feat

unarmed attack (waarvan 1d6 acid) +3 +1 +20  +15 3d6+7 4d6+14 B/S/P

unarmed flurry attack (waarvan 1d6 acid) +3 +1 +20  +20 +17 +12 3d6+7 4d6+14 B/S/P

Composite Longbow +1 (STR auto fit : 6) +1 +12 +7 1d8+7 3d8+21 110 P

trip attack -> 1: touch attack -> 2: STR vs (DEX or STR) +15 touch attack (base attack)

if trip is successful, make an regular attack +12 STR check vs STR/DEX

arrows arrows

evdve
Getypte tekst
ring of vengeance +5d6 dmg on crit

evdve
Getypte tekst
Deflect arrows!Immune to nat. disease, stun, slow, sleep spells and effects
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Hoorn - alarm gevangenis inside 2

Papier - kantoor gevangenis inside 1

javelin +1 lightning outside 6

Dagger belt 1

magical rope of climbing, see below outside 6 wish list:

Zilveren medaille, holy symbol Asomodeus torso - Backpack of holding III (1000 lb) (3) 7400

composite longbow +1 (any STR auto fit) Monocle of perusal: +5 on Appraise, 3/day identify 6500

RAGS OF RESTRAINT: use special attack or ki-pool to heal 13 HP's (swift command) 3200

dragon mask: 2/day see invisibility for 5 minutes 4000

bracers of archery, greater +2 att + 1 dmg 25000

80 lbs

bp backpack 40 liter 40

23785

8

8
173 lbs. or less  headband of WIS +2 + disguise

174 - 346 lbs.

347 - 520 lbs. periapt of nat.armour +3

cloak of resistance +3 (9000)
bp potion CLW 1 bodywrap of mighty strikes +3 (2 att /rnd) (27000)

bp potion enlarge person:1 min +2 STR -2 DEX -1 att / AC 10ft reach 2

bp fles goede whiskey 12

bp 12 bracers of archery, lesser (5000)
Kruidenbitter, sterk spul, wordt je slaperig

Common, Orc, Abyssal

gloves of corrosive +1d6 acid dmg (8000)

belt of bodily excelence +STR,DEX,CON

boots of big stepping (6000)

protection +5 defl AC (50000)

of vengeance 3x/day, on crit +5d6 dmg

A 60-foot-long rope of climbing is no thicker than a wand, DRAGON MARK: DC 10 + CHA + spell lvl, caster lvl = 1/2 lvl

but it is strong enough to support 3,000 pounds. Upon command, (least): MAGE ARMOUR +4, 4 hours

the rope snakes forward, upward, downward, or in any other - bonus feat (lvl 5B): falling star strike

direction at 10 feet per round, attaching itself securely wherever its owner - feat (lvl12): fists of iron

desires. It can unfasten itself and return in the same manner. - bonus feat (lvl 3B): unbalancing strike

A rope of climbing can be commanded to knot or unknot itself. - feat (team): escape route

This causes large knots to appear at 1-foot intervals along the rope. - bonus feat (lvl 1B): freezing the lifeblood

Knotting shortens the rope to a 50-foot length until the knots are untied, - feat (lvl 10): ki flow medicine

but lowers the DC of Climb checks while using it by 10. - feat (lvl 8): weakening touch racial: +2 STR, -2 INT, -2 CHA

A creature must hold one end of the rope when its magic is invoked. - feat (lvl 6): tomb-tainted soul racial: darkvision 60ft

- feat (lvl 4): stunning fist class: speed +30ft

- feat (lvl 2): weapon focus, grapple (+1 att) racial: Orc blood

- feat (lvl 1): weapon focus, unarmed (+1 att)

A: AC bonus +2 - bonus feat (lvl 6): improved trip attack

- gift, +1 op grapple - bonus feat (lvl 2): deflect arrows, once per round deflect an arrow that otherwise hits.

- unarmed strike - bonus feat (lvl 1): improved grapple. No AoO for a unarmed touch attack. +4 op grapple skillpoints: ((int+4) × 4) + 12×(int+4) + (13×2) = 74

A: flurry of blows +9/+9/+9/+4 - free feat: improved unarmed strike. level 4 = +1 DEX, level 8 = +1 DEX




